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Letter from the Editor

Welcome to the September 2019 issue of 
‘My Pet Matters’ - The monthly Newsletter
that Brings you and your pet closer.

This month we give you six tips for protecting
your dog from the sun, and we ask if it’s a
good idea to take your dog to a festival. 
Plus much much more!

Every month we bring you pet news,
interesting articles and features, what’s on,
handy tips, expert opinions and advice,
finance information, pet product promotions,
travel, art, fun and games and much more for
you to getting to know your pet better.

Plus there is our Charity of the Month. 
(See page 12 for details).

And why not receive future issues of ‘My Pet
Matters? It’s absolutely FREE! Just visit:
www.mypetmatters.co.uk and click on
‘Newsletter’.

I hope you enjoy reading ‘My Pet Matters’ and
wish you all the best for you and your furry
friends.

The Editor - My Pet Matters

My        MattersPet

PS. Do you have an interesting story about

you r pet? Or anything else you may want to

contribute to any of our topics? If so please

email us to: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk

and we may use it in a futu re issue!

My Pet Matters is a Newsletter published by Clearlight Media. Unit 1, Alton Road Industrial Estate, Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB.
email: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk Web: www.mypetmatters.co.uk 3

Paws in the Park - Autumn Show
14th - 15th  September 2019 
The Kent Showground, Detling, 
Kent, ME14 3JF. 

Dogtastic days out for you and your dog!  Paws in the Park are
Britain’s favourite fun dog shows, with lots of dog games and
activities to try including flyball, canine search and rescue,
and dog agility.  Enjoy a weekend packed with superb arena
displays and entertainment, exciting dog activities to try, plus
superb shopping for your furry friends. It's a pawfect day out
with the kids too!

What's on at Paws in the Park

Each Paws in the Park show is a great family day out with your
dog, packed with fun activities, displays and entertainment for
you and your dog(s) to enjoy.

Our shows are open from 9.30am to 5pm, parking is FREE, and
with shopping and food and drink stands to keep you going, why
not come for the whole day!

Arena Attractions: 

Some of the UK's fastest, most famous and most furry dog
displays and doggy entertainment acts, all appearing live in our
Arena and all included in your entry ticket price. From the high-
jumping antics of agility dogs to the skill and patience of the
popular Guide Dogs and Gun Dogs displays, you'll be amazed,
delighted and surprised by just what our canine companions can
do!

Have a Go Activities:

At Paws in the Park, you don't just get to watch dog activities,
you can try them for yourself! Try your dog's skill at Search and
Rescue, see how far they can jump at Dash N Splash, or if they've
got the required need for speed for flyball. Even the tiniest dogs
are catered for with the Mini Paws activity centre! 

Companion Dog Show:

An open to all dog show, held by kind permission of The Kennel
Club, with real rosettes to be won! Enter in pedigree dog classes
and compete for Best in Show or Best Puppy in Show at our
Spring or Autumn Show each day. There are also Special Cross
Breed classes and Novelty classes for all to enjoy!

Doggy Competitions:

At Paws in the Park, your pooches can win prizes in a whole
range of fun competitions, including agility, cani-cross, and Dash
N Splash.

Doggy Shopping!: 

Shop for all your dogs needs at the outdoor trade stands or Barks
and Spenders indoor mall! Everything you need for your four-
pawed friend, from dog beds to dog coats, collars and leads, dog
food, dog shampoo, tasty dog treats and lots more.

Buy tickets online:

Paws in the Park tickets are on sale now!
Go to: www.pawsinthepark.net

Paws in the Park is the largest indoor and outdoor dog show for
pet, trained and working dogs! It’s a barking break or a doggy
day out for the whole family!

PATS 2019
22nd - 23rd September 2019
International Centre Telford
St Quentin Gate, Telford, 
Shropshire TF3 4JH.

The UK’s number one pet trade event

Bursting with business opportunities: The pet trade all under
one roof - FREE entry, FREE parking, FREE catalogue, FREE
retailer focused seminars, FREE tea and coffee on arrival. Visiting
PATS: PATS is a must visit for anyone involved in the pet trade.
With hundreds of exhibitors and thousands of products - PATS
is bursting with business opportunities - offering retailers the
opportunity to do business with the whole pet trade under one
roof. Exhibiting at PATS: Stand space at PATS starts from as
little as £1,467 and includes stand structures, carpet, furniture,
lighting, catalogue entry and web presence, plus entry in the New
Products Showcase - there are no hidden extras.

For more information visit: www.patshow.co.uk



Sky News reports that Boris Johnson has discussed getting a dog
in Downing Street with Number 10 staff.

The new prime minister told staff that previously Number 10 cat
"Larry" and the Foreign Office cat "Palmerston" - who he would have
known from his time as foreign secretary - didn't get along.

But Mr Johnson said he was coming into office in the spirit of
reconciliation.

He then asked the staff: "Do you want a dog?" And the staff replied:
"Yes."

No further steps have been taken on bringing a dog into Number 10,
but one senior source said Larry and any incoming canine "would
have to get along".

They refused to say whether Larry would have a formal role in the
selection process of another Downing Street pet.

Larry has become a popular occupant of Number 10 since being
brought in as "Chief Mouser".

However, he has been subject to hostile briefings about his failure
to deal with Whitehall's vermin problem, with Larry previously
reported to have "a distinct lack of killer instinct".

In his second full day as prime minister, Number 10 revealed Mr
Johnson has continued his shake-up of government by appointing
himself "Minister for the Union".

Number 10 was unable to set out Mr Johnson's full title but
confirmed he had fulfilled the promise he made during his leadership
campaign and informed cabinet ministers of the news on Thursday.

Nottingham Post reports that one Notts kitty will be getting ALL the
treats after helping his owners win £1million on a scratchcard. 

Mansfield couple Andrew and Paula Hancock say they will be taking
life a little easier after bagging the jackpot and have promised to
pamper pet cat Shortcake, whose forgotten food they credit for their
good fortune.

Forty-six-year-old Andrew, who runs catering company Jaspers,
with his wife, 43, had intended to pick up something for the ginger
tom's dinner on his way home from work on July 24 - but it
completely slipped his mind.

His decision to take Paula’s car to Esso Fuel Station, in Old Rufford
Road, Ollerton, to fill up the tank and grab the forgotten food would
prove to be life-changing.

Fox News reports that a study set to be published in the Journal of
Allergy and Clinical Immunology says scientists in Zurich,
Switzerland have developed a vaccine that is given to cats to aid in
relieving allergies in humans.

The vaccine is said to reduce the amount of harmful proteins found
in cat fur and dander, which generally trigger a reactive rush of
histamines in humans. The potential antidote, called "Hypocat,"
neutralizes the protein and causes a cat's own immune system to
attack and destroy it. Researchers hope the vaccine will be available
within three years to help reduce allergic reactions in humans - and
help cat owners be able to keep their furry friends.

(Story source: Fox News)

A spokesman said they did not know if Buckingham Palace had been
informed or whether this meant Mr Johnson would play a bigger
role in cabinet subcommittees involving the union.

The prime minister held "positive" discussions with Scottish First
Minister Nicola Sturgeon, Welsh First Minister Mark Drakeford, DUP
leader Arlene Foster and Sinn Fein leader Michell O'Neill.

He also spoke with French President Emmanuel Macron, in which
Mr Johnson repeated his message that he wants "abolition" of the
Irish border backstop arrangement in any Brexit deal.

Downing Street also confirmed Mr Johnson will be "chief negotiator"
during Brexit talks, with Brexit Secretary Stephen Barclay acting as
a ministerial negotiator.

Ex-Foreign Office adviser David Frost will be the "sherpa" in talks
with the EU, the role previously held by Theresa May's Europe
adviser Olly Robbins, who has often been the focus of Brexiteers'
criticism.

Dogs are a much more common choice of pet for US presidents
than UK prime ministers, with Barack Obama having "Bo" and
"Sunny" - two Portuguese Water Dogs - during his time in the White
House.

His successor Donald Trump has ignored the tradition of bringing a
dog to Washington D.C. with him, having said earlier this year: 

"I wouldn't mind having one, honestly, but I don't have any time.
"How would I look walking a dog on the White House lawn?"

(Story source: Sky News)

"While paying for the fuel I just bought a Monopoly Millionaire
scratchcard because I’d won £100 twice on the same card recently,"
says Andrew, whose shopping list now includes new cars and
paying off the mortgage.

“I decided to scratch the symbols on the scratchcard while sitting
in the car at the petrol station before going home. "I looked and
looked again and started to get a bit hot when I realised I had won.
But I wasn’t 100 percent and I didn’t know what to do. Should I call
The National Lottery to see if I had won the prize there and then,
because I could be wrong, or go home to do it with Paula? 

“I decided to go home and called Paula as soon as I walked through
the front door.  I don’t usually swear, but I did, and beckoned her
over to check the ticket with me.  After checking the ticket quite a
few times and just staring at it I called the National Lottery Line to
claim the prize.”

The couple then drove to Paula’s sister, Vaneita, to tell her of the
good news. By this time it was late evening but after more calls to
Paula’s parents the whole family went back to the Hancock’s home
and sat outside celebrating until the early hours. 

Paula says, “Andrew couldn’t stop singing and jumping up and
down, I was the same but burst into tears when I saw my mum and
dad.”

To be on the safe side the couple hid the scratchcard in a Gordon
Ramsay cookbook for safe keeping until a winners’ advisor from
The National Lottery visited the couple to validate the win. 

In all the excitement Andrew confesses he'd yet again forgotten to
grab something for Shortcake's tea and only had a slice of ham for
his dinner that night.

They will be making it up to the lucky feline however.

Andrew says: "I’m sure Shortcake is going to be treated. If it wasn’t
for Shortcake we wouldn’t be millionaires.”

The couple, who have built up their catering firm over the last seven
years and now employ 10 people, are looking forward to winding
down a bit following the win. Andrew says: “We work long hours
and never switch off.  Winning this amount of money will let us take
it easier so we can enjoy not just the winnings but relax a bit more
in life in general.”

Andrew and Paula are planning a trip to see relatives in Australia
and they also are thinking of booking a trip to see the Olympics in
Japan.  Andrew says: “Our 12 year old son Xavier is a green belt in
judo and enjoys competing, we want to take him to see the Olympics
in Japan, the home of judo.”   

(Story source: Nottingham Post)
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Boris Johnson discusses
getting a pet dog with
Number 10 staff
Boris Johnson is said to have asked Number
10 staff, "Do you want a dog?" - to which
they replied: "Yes."

Mansfield couple win
£1million on scratchcard
thanks to lucky pet cat
'If it wasn’t for Shortcake we wouldn’t be
millionaires'

New cat vaccine could
help relieve humans'
allergic reactions 
to them
There's new hope for people who want to 
be cat lovers but find themselves sneezing
around felines.

NEVER leave your dog 
in a hot car!
Every year, dogs suffer and die when their
guardians make the mistake of leaving them
in a parked car, even for “just a minute”
while they run an errand.

Parked cars are deathtraps for dogs: On a 78-degree day, the
temperature inside a parked car can soar to between 100 and
120 degrees in just minutes, and on a 90-degree day, the interior
temperature can reach as high as 160 degrees in less than 10
minutes. Animals can sustain brain damage or even die from
heatstroke in just 15 minutes. Beating the heat is extra tough for
dogs because they can only cool themselves by panting and by
sweating through their paw pads.If you see a dog left alone in a
hot car, take down the car’s colour, model, make, and license
plate number. Have the owner paged in the nearest buildings, or
call local humane authorities or police. Have someone keep an
eye on the dog. Don’t leave the scene until the situation has
been resolved.
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Metro reports that Claire Blake, of Bristol, was left devastated when
she heard the news that her eight-year-old Lhasa Apso, Barney, has
an aggressive brain tumour close to his right eye.

She was told on June 5 that Barney would have little over two
months left to live unless he undergoes life-saving surgery and
radiotherapy. But Claire was dealt another blow when she realised
there wasn’t enough money left on her pet insurance policy to cover
radiotherapy at £10,000, followed by brain surgery at £6,000. 

Thousands had already been spent on CT scans, blood tests,
biopsies and ultrasounds - some of which cost more than £2,000
each - to find out what was causing her dog to suffer severe weight
loss.

But this meant there was practically no money left on the plan to
treat little Barney once he was diagnosed with cancer. Now the
owner, who has had ‘loving and affectionate’ Barney since he was
eight weeks old, is desperately trying to raise the funds by setting
up a Go Fund Me page. Claire told Metro.co.uk: 

‘We are absolutely desperate to make him better. ‘Without this
treatment he will die -potentially within just a few short weeks. 
‘But if he has surgery and radiotherapy he should be able to live a
normal life expectancy, which is fantastic news. ‘Because he’s a
young dog and he’s healthy in all other ways, he’s a good candidate
for the treatment.’

Lhasa Apsos usually live until around the age of 16, meaning Barney
should ordinarily have over half his life left to live. If Claire raises
the funds needed, Barney will receive treatment at the Southfields
Veterinary Hospital in Essex, which is the UK’s leading centre for
the treatment of cancer in dogs. 

Desperate dog owner
needs £16,000 to save
pet’s life
A pet owner has launched a desperate
campaign to save her little dog who needs
urgent cancer treatment costing thousands.

Barney’s oncologist told Claire earlier this week that in order for the
little dog to survive, he must start radiotherapy immediately due to
the great depth and size of the tumour.

As it is so large and close to his eye, the tumour would not be
responsive to standard chemotherapy protocols, added the owner.
Claire, who works for the Department of Food and Environmental
Affairs, said despite having a ‘very respectable job’, with her salary
and savings it is impossible to come up with tens of thousands of
pounds within weeks.

‘I don’t like to have to ask for the money but £16,000 is an awful lot
to have to find, especially with no warning,’ she added. Claire, who
owns two other dogs of the same breed, said all her pets ‘are
incredibly precious’ to her and organised ‘joint custody’ of Barney
with her sister because her niece and nephew are so attached to him. 

‘Barney’s a little character - he’s very loving and affectionate,’ she
added. ‘He is adored by all, particularly my seven-year-old niece and
five-year-old nephew, have never known - and could not imagine -
life without him.’   

(Story source: Metro)

Chief executive Peter Pritchard said: "In about three weeks' time, we
will see a mass outbreak of fleas."

The RSPCA says that pets can be hypersensitive to flea saliva and
suffer an allergic reaction, while younger and frail animals could
become weak or even die as a result of blood loss.

Pets that are infected should also be treated for worms, as flea larvae
can become infected with tapeworm eggs.

Owners are advised to groom their pets with a fine-tooth comb to
check for the potential presence of fleas, and to make sure bedding
and other favourite sleeping spots are cleaned regularly.

Flea treatment can also be applied at home, but anyone unsure
should speak to a vet for the best guidance.

The impending outbreak will be another summer challenge for our
pets, with the record-breaking temperatures seen last month having
resulted in a desperate rush for cooling products to help them cope.

Mr Pritchard said the demand saw sales at Pets At Home jump by
9.9% to £303.4m in the 16 weeks to 18 July - way up on the same
period last year.

"Last week, we could not sell enough cooling products - cooling
mats, cooling bottles, that sort of thing," he said. "We have to make
that decision (to stock lots of cooling products) six months ahead.
"It's always a gamble but we always buy heavy on heating and
cooling."   

(Story source: Sky News)

Leanne Gover-Rainbow, Animal Welfare Assistant at Blue Cross
Torbay, said: “It was touch and go in the early days whether Derek
would make it as sadly despite all our efforts we lost his litter mates
as they were just too weak.

“I took Derek home every night to hand rear which meant getting
up every two hours to bottle-feed him milk and toilet him.”

After being half the size he should have been for his age when found,
it became increasingly evident the little kitten had development
problems as a result of his traumatic start. But that didn’t stop his
new foster mum falling in love with him, eventually deciding to adopt
him full time.

Ms Gover-Rainbow said: “He still struggles to walk very far and is a
lot smaller than he should be for his age but he gets on so well with
my two other cats.

“He tries to follow one of them around everywhere and snuggles up
to him. “He really enjoys climbing things and of course cuddles from
me and my husband. “Hopefully we’re going to have a very long life
together but whatever the future brings we’re ready and we’ll look
after him.”

Animal Rescue Live Supervet Special is on Channel 4 every
weeknight this week from 8pm to 9pm. This is part of a special
series hosted by Supervet Professor Noel Fitzpatrick along with Kate
Quilton and Steve Jones to raise money for and promote the work
of rescue charities across the country.

(Story source: The Express)

Sky News reports that cats and dogs will soon be united in a battle
against a mass outbreak of fleas.

The recent Europe-wide heatwave that gripped the UK, followed by
a period of heavy rain and flooding, is said to have created an ideal
breeding ground for the insects, which could have pets up and down
the country scratching at their fur with extreme vigour within the
next few weeks.

Other possible symptoms include hair loss, spots and redness, with
humans also a potential target for bites.

According to the boss of retailer Pets At Home, the tiny creatures
will begin to make their presence felt among our furry friends well
before the end of the month.

The Express reports that the 16-week-old kitten, named Derek, was
half the size he should have been when he was rescued by Blue
Cross pet charity. His incredible journey was featured on Animal
Rescue Live Supervet Special this week, and people have been eager
to hear more about his story. It’s one of a sad start, but a happy
ending.

Derek was among a litter of five kittens found living with 27 other
cats in “horrendous conditions” in a one-bedroom flat in Devon.
The litter was so weak, one of the little kittens died before they could
even get it to the Blue Cross’s rehoming centre.

Tragically, all of Derek’s brothers and sisters suffered horrific
traumas. Despite the best efforts of everyone at the Blue Cross, little
Derek was the only kitten who survived. For a while, the team were
unsure whether he would make it.

Fleamageddon: Pet
owners warned mass
outbreak is on the way
The recent heatwave followed by heavy rain
and flooding is said to have created an ideal
breeding ground for the insects. Heartbreaking story 

of tiny abused kitten 
who found a home
against all odds
A TINY, vulnerable kitten became the star of
a TV show last night when his journey from
abuse to love was broadcast on Channel 4.
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Many people can’t seem to get through a single summer season
without at least one bout of sunburn, and we all know how
uncomfortable and painful that can be, while at the same time, it
should also be totally avoidable!

You should also pay some mind to protecting your dog from the
sun as well, as dogs can and do get sunburn just like people can,
and also share the increased risk of skin cancers and other forms
of melanoma from prolonged or regular unprotected exposure
to the sun.

In this article, we will share six tips for protecting your dog from
the sun, and keeping them safe from sunburn and other
problems such as future skin cancers. Read on to learn more!

Judge how the sun will affect your dog 

Some dogs are much more prone to sunburn than others, and it
is important to know if your dog falls into their number. 
Dogs that have pink skin are more at risk than those with dark
skin, and white fur also indicates a likely sun sensitivity too.
Short, fine or single layered fur increases the risks of sunburn,
and exposed areas like the skin of the nose, ears and other points
where you can see the skin through the fur are more vulnerable
as well. While dogs with long, thick fur that is dark in colour are
less likely to develop sunburn, it can still happen, and dogs with
coats such as these are also at a higher risk of overheating in hot
weather too.

Use a sunscreen 

It might seem weird at first to consider using a sunscreen on
your dog, but this is highly recommended, and today there are
actually sunscreens available that are non-toxic and especially
designed for dogs! Invest in an appropriate sunscreen for your
dog, particularly for use on sensitive areas such as the face and
ears. Apply the sunscreen regularly throughout the day, and
follow the manufacturer’s guidelines on safe exposure to the sun.
Remember that playing in water such as a paddling pool will
affect the effectiveness of the sunscreen, and that dogs can still
get sunburn when in the water!

Get some shade 

Dogs (and people) can and do catch the sun even in the shade,
but providing a covered area that your dog can use to get out of
the sun or ensuring that they can go inside will help to limit their
exposure to the sun and keep them safer. Never keep your dog
outside in full sun, and check them throughout the day when
outside to ensure that they are not wilting or getting burnt.

Dress your dog 

If your dog is going to go swimming or be out in the sun a lot
and is at risk of sunburn, consider adapting an old t-shirt into a
cover-up for your dog, to protect the bulk of their body from the
sun. Soaking the t-shirt in cool water before putting it on them
can help to cool your dog down, and ensure that wearing an extra
layer does not cause them to overheat.

Cooling suits 

You can buy specialist cooling suits or vests made to fit all
shapes and sizes of dogs, which come in a variety of formats.
Some of these suits are designed to hold cooling packs, while
others need to be soaked in water before putting them on your
dog. These suits can help to keep your dog cool and offer
protection from the sun, but remember that when the cooling
pack has warmed up or the water in the suit has dried out, you
will need to remove or replenish the suit, as otherwise it will
simply make your dog hotter as they are wearing an extra layer!

Cooling baths 

Hosing your dog down with cool (not cold) water, or allowing
them to paddle or lounge around in a paddling pool is a good
way of keeping them cool, but will not provide them with any
protection from the sun. Don’t lose sight of the fact that water
can both cause your dog’s sunscreen to wear off faster, and also,
give you a false sense of security about their sun protection.

If your dog does get burnt, bathing the burnt area in cool water
or allowing your dog to paddle or sit in a cool bath can help with
this, as can after sun products designed for use with dogs too.

If your dog does get a severe burn that includes blistering or
scabs, you should take them along to the vet for treatment, as
these may need an antibiotic cream to ensure that the wounds
do not become infected.

(Article source: Pets 4 Homes)
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Hot dogs: Six tips for protecting
your dog from the sun
Summertime is one of the nicest times of year to spend time outside
with your dog and your family, but it can also pose some challenges for
the unwary British public when it comes to avoiding sunburn, protecting
your skin and generally staying safe.

HOT
DOGS

WARNING!

NEVER leave your 
dog in a hot car!
Every year, dogs suffer and die when their
guardians make the mistake of leaving them
in a parked car, even for “just a minute”
while they run an errand.

Parked cars are deathtraps for dogs: On a 78-degree day, the
temperature inside a parked car can soar to between 100 and
120 degrees in just minutes, and on a 90-degree day, the interior
temperature can reach as high as 160 degrees in less than 10
minutes. Animals can sustain brain damage or even die from
heatstroke in just 15 minutes. Beating the heat is extra tough for
dogs because they can only cool themselves by panting and by
sweating through their paw pads.If you see a dog left alone in a
hot car, take down the car’s colour, model, make, and license
plate number. Have the owner paged in the nearest buildings, or
call local humane authorities or police. Have someone keep an
eye on the dog. 

Don’t leave the scene until the situation has been resolved.
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More and more events are welcoming our four legged friends,
but are festivals really the right place for dogs?

This really depends on the animal, the festival, and of course,
YOU. 

Responsible owners need to carefully consider the festival they
are taking their dog to and what sort of weekend they are hoping
for. 

Baking in the midday heat with a pint, or 2am sweating in the
dance tent may be perfect for you, but it’s no place for anyone
wearing a fur coat.

A few questions to ask yourself:

• Have you been to this festival before?
• Has your dog camped before?
• How will your dog cope? (Loud music, crowds, crazy people, 
sun, mud, litter, being left).

• Would you leave your dog in the tent / car / van and how would 
they cope?

• What would you do in an emergency? A little dramatic I know,
but if you don’t have transport or are incapable of driving, it’s
unlikely the festival paramedics will deal with Fido if he
accidentally swallows a chicken bone or cuts his paw on glass.

There are many other considerations like food, water supply,
sleeping arrangements and doggy toilet duty that will all need
some thought. Ultimately, the question for us is, WILL MY DOG
ENJOY A FESTIVAL?

We have listed some festivals who allow dogs below. We are in
no way endorsing these as ‘dog friendly festivals’ as we have not
attended all of them. We would love your comments below if you
have been to these or any other festivals with your pet and how
it went. Although a festival may allow dogs, this does not mean
that consideration has been given to providing facilities, space,
shade and anything else they may need. Let us know if you found
these or other events really dog friendly festivals?

Busfest
6th - 8th September 2019
Malvern Showground, WR13 6NW

Chiddfest
24th - 26th July 2020
Nash Street, Chiddingly, East Sussex

Curious Arts Festival
19th - 21st July 2019
Pylewell Park, East End, Lyminton, Hampshire, SO41 5SJ

England’s Medieval Festival
23rd - 26th August 2019
Herstmonceux Castle, East Sussex

Farmer Phils Festival
9th - 11th August 2019
Shropshire

Fairport Convention
8th - 10th August 2019
Cropredy, near Banbury, Oxfordshire

Green Gathering
1st - 4th August 2019
Piercefield Park, Chepstow, NP16 6BE

Good Life Experience
September, Flintshire

The Lancashire Festival
20th July 2019
Avenham and Miller Park, South Meadow Lane, Preston PR1 8JP

Lakefest
8th - 11th August 2019
Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, Herefordshire HR8 1RN

Lechlade Festival
22nd - 24th May 2020
Riverside Park, Lechlade, Gloucestershire

Maverick Festival
July, Suffolk

Neverworld
1st - 4th August 2019
Hever, Kent

Puffin Festival
May, Northumberland

Standon Calling
23rd - 26th July 2020
Standon Lordship Manor House, Hertfordshire

Upton Festival
23rd - 25th August 2019
Upton upon Severn, Worcestershire, WR8 0PB

WeyFest
August, Surrey

PLEASE - IF YOU ARE GOING TO BRING DOGS TO FESTIVALS,
DON’T LOCK THEM IN HOT VEHICLES. We wouldn’t leave our
kids on their own so let’s not do it to our pets.

(Article source: Festival Kidz)

'Furstival' fever! Is it a good idea 
to take your dog to a festival?   
With festival season in full swing and record high temperatures at 
events this summer many of us will struggle with kids out in the sun.
Essential festival kit for little ones included hats, water bottles, practical
clothing and oodles of sunscreen. But did anyone think about what to
pack for man’s best friend?

Have you taken your dog to a festival? How did

you r dog cope? Did your dog enjoy the experience?

Do you know of any more dog friendly festiva ls?

Tell us all about it by email: 

a rticles@mypetmatters.co.uk



Cat Hospice - Giving palliative care
to sick cats
Cat Hospice is a small charity dedicated to cats living with FIV and is
named after one of it’s first residents, ‘Strompus’ - a pretty little long-
haired feral cat, who sadly died on Christmas Eve in 2011.

Charity of the MonthMy        MattersPet

Feline Immunodeficiency Virus (FIV) is similar to HIV / Aids in
humans, in that it effects the immune system. With careful
healthcare, these cats can live happy and healthy lives, so we feel
that it should not automatically result in a death sentence. 
Most of our FIV cats are feral but some, like Tom, pictured above,
are friendly pets who have just got into a bit of bother. Domestic
cats with FIV can be rehomed in some circumstances.  Tom (who
came from Watford) went to live as a companion to another FIV
positive cat in the North East. All our FIV cats are neutered,
microchipped, wormed and vaccinated.

There are many cats in our care who live in our Cat Hospice
who are very sick. Cats just like these… 

‘Tiger’

Tiger was abandoned on the street of a
busy market town when his owners
moved house.  Frightened and hungry,
he found his way to the home of a lady
who fed him until we were able to take
him in. Tiger was terribly matted and
extremely thin, and he had to be fully
shaved because of how matted his coat
was.

After some time and a lot of love, we got him well and happy and
a lovely coat. His health wasn’t to last however, as some time
later he developed lymph cancer, and needed a course of
Chemotherapy. It was a difficult time for him, as the
chemotherapy did take it out of him and make him sleep a lot.
After two weeks of treatment, when he stopped taking them, his
condition improved drastically, and he was in remission. This
was 3 years ago now. Tiger’s health will always be a problem, as
he is a fragile boy, but he fought cancer and won. He has to
remain at the rescue in a flat on site because of his sensitive
nature and possible future vet costs. He loves relaxing on a comfy
bed and still plays with toys even at his advanced age.

Cat Hospice needs help to care for all these other cats:

‘Kiska’. This little FIV positive girl came from the same feral
colony as Strompus.

‘Wilton’. This rather handsome young chap came from a factory
site in the North East, thanks to the Cat Orphanage. As he is FIV
positive, we were happy to care for him at our Cat Hospice. 

‘Gillan’. Long haired tabby female Gillan is a feral cat living with
FIV. 

‘Secret’. Secret is about 3 years old and is one of our domestic
FIV boys. 

‘Whiskers’. Whiskers is a friendly boy who is living with FIV.

As you can see, all of these beautiful cats have their own unique
character. They all need looking after so Cat Hospice can give
them the best possible care through their final years of life.

To donate to Cat Hospice, please write to: Raisemore,
Unit 1, Alton Road Industrial Estate, Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB

Not yet made your Will? Already have a Will, but is it enough?
Get yours checked now. FARPLACE ANIMAL RESCUE have
arranged a free Will making service at no cost to you or the
charity.

Just call McClure Solicitors on Freephone 0800 852 1999 and
mention Farplace Animal Rescue.

Kiska Wilton Gillan Secret Whiskers
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